


















Variational Principles in Computational 
Solid Mechanics
Chapters
1. Principle of virtual work.  Reciprocal Theorem.
2. The Least Action Principle in dynamics.
(Hamilton’s principle and the Euler-Lagrange equation)
3. Weighted Residual (Galerkin’s) Method and the principle 
of minimum potential energy. 
4. Element formulations using variational principles.
3Lecture 2
Chapter 1
Principle of virtual work. 
Reciprocal Theorem. 
4Archimedes was the first person to use the 
concept of virtual work
51.1 Virtual work (over virtual displacements)
What is virtual displacement?
Virtual displacement is an imaginary displacement of any system
in frozen (fixed) time and space, over and above the actual 
displacement.  
In particular, virtual displacement can be imposed upon an 
actual displacement at equilibrium.
What is virtual work?
Virtual work is the work done by the forces (external and internal) 
traveling through virtual displacements.  
61.2 Principle of Virtual work
For any arbitrary yet admissible set of virtual 
displacements, superposed over the equilibrium 
configuration, the net virtual work done by the 
forces (external and internal) is zero.
Equilibrium  Zero virtual work
0=− intext WW δδ (1.1)
7"Give me a place to 
stand on, and I will 
move the Earth."
Archimedes was the first person to use the concept 












Equilibrium: Virtual Work Principle
Geometric Compatibility













α1 α2 α3 α4
β
Actual strain (at equilibrium)
in the i-th bar is
































Suppose that actual orthogonal displacement components 






α1 α2 α3 α4
β
Apply a virtual displacement 
u along direction u.
By Principle of virtual work, 

































































α1 α2 α3 α4
β
Apply a virtual displacement 
v along direction v.
By Principle of virtual work, 


































































α1 α2 α3 α4
β
The equation of equilibrium for the bar system is
( ) ( )
































































































Solving this equation gives displacements u and v, from which 
the stresses in the bars can be determined.
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1.3 Conservative Systems
In a conservative system, the net work done by
the forces in any closed path is zero.
In a conservative system, the net work from one      
















dW is path independent
13
1.4 Symmetry in Linear Elastic Conservative Systems
In a linear elastic conservative system, the stiffness 
and flexibility matrices are symmetric.
jiijjiij ffkk == (1.3)
Example 2
Demonstrate the invariance of work done in a bar with 








Case 1. First load point 1 by P and then load 2 by Q. 




































Case 2. First load point 2 by Q and then load 1 by P. 
































































2112 ff =Symmetry in flexibility
15
1.5 Maxwell Betti’s Reciprocal Theorem
On a given structure (linear and conservative 
system), the virtual work done by load system A 
over virtual displacement for load system B is 
equal to the virtual work done by load system B
over virtual displacement for load system A.
{ } { } { } { }BTAATB FF δδ = (1.4)
Proof { } { } { } { } { } { }


















Determine the support reactions of the portal 





















































































































1.6 Consequence of the Reciprocal Theorem






































































The Least Action Principle in dynamics
(Hamilton’s principle 
and the Euler-Lagrange equation)
3“Nature always acts by the shortest paths”.









52.1 The Least Action Principle
Early History of Variational Calculus
Archimedes (287-212 BC)
For the first time in history the principle of virtual work (from virtual displacements) 
was discovered and employed by Archimedes to derive the Lever Rule.  
Pierre de Fermat (1601-1665 AD)
Discovered the Principle of Least time for optical path. Derived Snell’s Law of 
Refraction (and reflection) of light rays using this principle. 
“Nature always acts by the shortest paths”.
Pierre Louis Moreau de Maupertuis (1698-1759AD)
Defined a parameter called the Action:   (Action=Path Integral of the momentum)
He postulated that Nature always behaves in a way so as to optimize (minimize) this 
action.  
(Euler presented the mathematical proof of this postulate.)
Johann Bernoulli (1667-1748)
Presented the Brachistochrone problem (finding the path of fastest descent between 
two fixed points) in Acta Eruditorum and its solution is 1682.  Solutions were provided 
independently by 
Isaac Newton, Jacob Bernoulli (elder brother of Johann) and L’ Hospital.       
[ ]221122112211 //0)( LLFFLFLF δδδδ ==−+=











Equilibrium of any system under given forces 
conforms to the vanishing of the Net Virtual work
done by these forces traveling over the 
geometrically compatible virtual displacements:







From one fixed point to another, Light travels 





















































































For the optimized path of least time
c =speed of light in vacuum
v =speed of light in medium
b
7The Brachistochrone
The Path of Fastest Descent under gravity from one point to another.
• Given two fixed points A and B.























The Brachistochrone is a Cycloid
between points A and B.





8Hamilton’s Principle and the Euler-Lagrange Equations
Hamilton’s Principle of Least Action:
Nature determines the path of any particle from point 1 to point 2 in a way 
so as to minimize the Action I




tqqVTLdttqqLI =−==  
..)( 2 ++=∆ IIpathanyaboutchangesvirtualforI δδ
.0min)( ≥∆ aboutchangesvirtualforI
000 2 >=>∆ III δδ
For the Action to be a minimum, any 
virtual changes about the minimum point 
should lead to a net increase in the Action, 
i.e.
i.e. The first variation of the Action (I)
should vanish for small perturbations
(virtual displacements) about the minimum point. 











































































































































First variation for the Action for any 
path 1-2 is
Action






































For the critical path,  I=0
t1 t2

















































Euler-Lagrange Equation (Non-Conservative Systems)
ii Qq ).(δ=
What is a generalized force? 
Virtual work=(Virtual physical displacement)       Physical force




2.2 Applications of the Least Action Principle
Free Vibration of Single Degree of freedom systems
The Pendulum
Kinetic Energy: ( )22 2
1
2












Euler-Lagrange Equation (Conservative Systems)






















Natural frequency and Time Period
θ l
12
2.3 Some simple applications of the Least Action Principle
Free Vibration of Single Degree of freedom systems























Euler-Lagrange Equation (Conservative Systems)
Equation of Motion (free vibration)





















Free Vibration of Multi-degree of freedom systems

















































Euler-Lagrange Equation (Conservative Systems)








































































































































































































The Spring-Mass model for a 2 DOF system (Continued)






















































































kii : generalized modal stiffness for mode i
mii:: generalized modal mass for mode i 
Pre-multiply equation of motion by modal matrix [ ]φ













































































{ } { } { } { } { } { } { } { }





























































































The Spring-Mass model: equal stiffnesses and masses










































































































































Observation: The natural frequencies and mode shapes for this particular 
system are related to the Golden Numbers   :   
(1+5)/2=1.618 and (1-5)/2=-0.618 (!!!)
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Observation: The Rayleigh Quotient is extremum (stationary) at the normal modes.   





























































































































































Case 1:  Point of reference for displacements : Center of mass, CM
∆1
∆2
{ } { }












































Expressions for kinetic energy T,  potential energy V and the Lagrangian L are 
18


























































































For displacements at the center of mass, the system equations are inertially decoupled. 
But the system equations are in general stiffness coupled.  
If however, the spring stiffness values be in the ratio 
































0)()( 21 =∆−∆ ss bkak
This means that under an external  force F acting the point S, one can have 
pure translation (no rotation) of the rigid chassis without any rotation








Case 2: A special point of moment balance S for displacements










{ } { }



























































Case 2: A special point of moment balance S for displacements
Lagrange’s Equations
























































For displacements at the special point S for balance of moments from spring forces
the system equations are stiffness decoupled. 
But the system equations are in general inertially coupled.  
If CM and S coincide then system is both stiffness wise and inertially decoupled. 














































2.4  Constrained Systems;  Lagrange’s Multipliers
A system of  ‘n’ degrees of freedom (DOFs)  is holonomic if all its DOFs are mutually independent. 
A system is non-holonomic when some of its ‘n’ degrees of freedom (DOFs) are dependent on the
others.  This means that it has some ‘r’ constraints so that the actual number of its independent
degrees of freedom is (n-r).
We need to find the stationary points of the functional 


















Equation of motion can be had from 



























































Find the expressions for accelerations of the two unequal masses suspended 
from the machine by an in-extensible string.







































































































































































































































































The Lagrange Multiplier is the 
constraint force, 
viz. tension T is string
Lagrange’s Equations
25
Example 5  A simple constrained minimal problem
Minimize the function 
z (x, y) = x2 + y2 - 2xy - 4x
Subject to the constraint
y – 2x = 0
Using Penalty Method
(This type is used to

























































































































































Weighted Residual (Galerkin’s) method and
the principle of minimum potential energy.
3James Clerk MaxwellLord Rayleigh
43.1 The self adjoint operator
f(u) =



















Use a trial function  v as virtual displacement
(3.1)
This is the consequence of the Reciprocal Theorem (valid for conservative
systems only).  
A conservative system is characterized by a differential equation of self- adjoint
operator. A conservative system has a symmetric stiffness matrix 
(or compliance matrix). The energy of a conservative system is independent of 
























































































































































































































{ } fdvufuvfd(v).ud(u)..v Γ+Γ=Γ
ΩΩ
−+Ω=Ω  )(*)(.. 
Example 1.  Show that the linear differential operator for the axially 


























































63.2 Weighted Residual Method
for a system of differential equation of equilibrium with 
self-adjoint operator
f(u) =Consider a differential equation: 
Use an admissible trial function δuh as virtual displacement, and 
u is the analytical solution
{ } [ ]Bhhhh Rufuuuadf-(u).u .),(),(. δδδδ −−=Ω
Ω















B is the domain boundary.  Boundary terms vanish when either
δuh =0  (specified kinematic boundary condition) or  reaction R=0 
at boundary B.
0


















Here                  is the analytical strain energy U of the system 







Principle of stationary potential energy
If we define a system potential energy (for a conservative system) 


















If we define a system potential energy (for a conservative system) 
Then equilibrium condition : =0
Case 2
(3.5)















































WUfuuua hhh −=−=Π ),(),(
2
1
9Rayleigh Ritz Method (RRM) or Galerkin’s Method (GM);
Which should we use? 
For conservative systems, the equations of equilibrium (with any 
given approximate function for displacement) determined by both 
Rayleigh- Ritz and Galerkin’s Methods are identical.
For non-conservative systems, we cannot adopt the Rayleigh-Ritz Method 
(RRM), since the reciprocal theorem (symmetry; equation (3.1)) does not 
hold, and consequently we cannot define the potential energy functional 
for the system. 
Such non-conservative systems are described by differential equations with 
Non-self-adjoint operators. 
However, the virtual work principle remains valid even for non-conservative 
systems. Thus Galerkin’s method (GM) of weighted residuals can be applied 
even to non-conservative systems to establish the finite element equations 
(force-displacement relation) of equilibrium from the corresponding 
differential equations of non-self-adjoint differential operators .  
Message: Use RRM or GM for conservative systems












































































































































































































































3.3  The principle of minimum potential energy and      
equations of equilibrium
For a conservative (self-adjoint) system, we can identify 
a potential energy functional , so that at equilibrium, 
any admissible virtual displacement leads to 
=0
=0








The principle of minimum potential energy
(for searching equilibrium)
“Of all the possible admissible displacements (satisfying 
the kinematic boundary conditions) the one that 
corresponds to equilibrium (of forces) is the one that makes 
the potential energy stationary.”
(i.e. any virtual displacement about equilibrium (of forces)
brings about a vanishing first variation of potential
Energy)
=0 for u
A stable equilibrium makes the potential energy a minimum
(3.7)
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The principle of stationary complementary energy
(for searching compatibility)
“Of all the possible admissible forces (in equilibrium) the 
one that corresponds to displacement compatibility is the 
one that makes the complementary energy stationary.”
(i.e. any virtual change of forces in equilibrium brings about 
a vanishing first variation of complementary energy). 
*=0 for F
Complementary energy and its variation is
*=U*-W *= U*- W(for F)
(3.8)
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3.4  Castigliano’s Theorems
The principle of minimum potential energy
(for searching equilibrium)






































Example 3. Derive the equations of equilibrium and boundary 







































































































































































































































































































Differential equation for axially
loaded bar
Boundary conditions
at the ends x=0 & x=L
For specified kinematic
boundary conditions
Force boundary conditions with spring ends




Example 4. Derive the equations of equilibrium and boundary 






























































































































































































































































































































For non-trivial, arbitrary, yet admissible virtual displacements, 




















for the Euler beam
















































































































3.5  Constrained media problems
(use of penalty methods)
Elementary beam theory as constrained media problem
Principal assumption in Euler’s simple beam theory 
(valid for thin beams):
Plane sections normal to the neutral axis before bending
remain normal to it even after bending.
This means that 
(a) bending rotation is equal to the slope of the neutral axis.










Euler beam model Shear flexible beam model
=dw/dx
21















































































































































The Euler beam has 
infinite shear rigidity 
But the practice of using a 
large  shear rigidity  for 
thin beams creates a 
problem called Shear 























3Example 1.  Determine the deflection curves and bending curvature 
distributions of a simply supported uniform beam under u.d.l. q using 
the Rayleigh-Ritz method. 
Use the following admissible displacement functions for approximations,  
satisfying the essential  (kinematic) boundary conditions:



















































































Areas under the 



























































































































































































































































































































74.2 Element formulations using the principle of 
minimum potential energy  














































































eeheh EADBDEA === ][}]{][[ δεσ
























































































































EAe=-1 =1Potential Energy of element is 










Equilibrium of element demands that 0=Πeδ

















































4.2.2  The Euler beam element (2 nodes, 4 DOF)
Displacement function (C1 continuity)































































The Euler beam element
Strain and stress resultant vectors [B]: Strain-displacement matrix
(4.7)























Strain Energy of element 



























































































Potential Energy of element is 






























































Equilibrium of element demands that 0=Πeδ




























The Euler beam element
13
4.3  The general methods of element formulation
The Rayleigh Ritz Method The Galerkin Method
Steps 1. Use a displacement interpolation }]{[}{ eh Nu δ=






































( ){ } 0.}{][ =Ω
Ω
dq-u.N hT 



















































































Displacement approximation in an element through Lagrangian interpolation
Such elements are of C0 continuity because across the element 
boundary, only the function interpolated is continuous, but its 








1)(ξ Ensures rigid body displacement of element
(4.13)
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(a) For the two noded bar element, a linear Lagrangian is used for 





























































































(b) For the three noded bar element, a quadratic Lagrangian is used for 















































































































































































































Example 2.  A robotic arm is rotating 
at a constant angular velocity 
=30 rad/sec. Determine the axial stress 







































































































































































































Computation of element force vectors
with averaged body force
[ ]TAppliedGF 70.4379.17426.5826.5857.14}{ =


















































































(u1=0).  Eliminating u1





































































































Why does the stress obtained from
the present FE solution does not 

























Why does the stress obtained from the present 
















































This implies that the true body force f should 















































With the consistent force vector, we 
can get the FE stress as the linear best-fit
to the analytical stress in each element.










Why does the stress obtained from the present 
















































This implies that the true body force f should 















































With the consistent force vector, we 
can get the FE stress as the linear best-fit
to the analytical stress in each element.




























Displacement approximation and Geometry of element described by the 
same set of  Lagrangian interpolation functions 
Advantages:
Curved/inclined outlines/surfaces of elements can be suitably modeled. 
(4.18)









































































































































































(c) The four-noded (linear) quadrilataral element


















































































































































(c) The four-noded (linear) quadrilataral element
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(c) The four-noded (linear) quadrilataral element






























































4.6  Numerical Integration by Gauss Quadrature
If f() is a polynomial of degree (2n-1) or less, then it is exactly integrated 
within the domain                by the n-point Gaussian quadrature rule.  11 ≤≤− ξ
 
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−
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